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a b s t r a c t 

Context: Research and industry’s attention has been focusing on developing systems that enable fast time 

to market in the short term, but would assure a sustainable delivery of business value and maintenance 

operations in the long run. A related phenomenon has been identified in Architectural Technical Debt: if 

the system architecture is sub-optimal for long-term business goals, it might need to be refactored. A key 

property of the system assuring long-term goals is its modularity, or else the degree to which components 

are decoupled: such property allows the product to be evolved without costly changes pervading the 

whole system. However, understanding the business benefits of refactoring to achieve modularity is not 

trivial, especially for large refactorings involving substantial architectural changes. 

Objective: The aim of this study was to develop a technique to identify Architectural Technical Debt in 

the form of a non-modularized component and to quantify the convenience of its repayment. 

Method: We have conducted a single, embedded case study in a large company, comparing a compo- 

nent before and after it was refactored to achieve modularity. We have developed a holistic framework 

for the semi-automated identification and estimation of Architectural Technical Debt in the form of non- 

modularized components. We then evaluate the technique reporting a comparative study of the difference 

in maintenance and development costs in two coexisting systems, one including the refactored compo- 

nent and one including the non-refactored one. 

Results: The main contributions are a measurement system for the identification of the Architectural 

Technical Debt according to the stakeholders’ goals, a mathematical relationship for calculating and quan- 

tifying its interest in terms of extra-effort spent in additional development and maintenance, and an 

overall decision framework to assess the benefit of refactoring. We also report context-specific results 

that show the estimated benefits of refactoring the specific case of Architectural Technical Debt. 

Conclusion: We found that it is possible to identify this kind of Architectural Technical Debt and to 

quantify its repayment convenience. Thanks to the developed framework, it was possible to estimate that 

the Architectural Technical Debt present in the component was causing substantial continuous extra- 

effort, and that the modularization would be repaid in several months of development and maintenance. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Large software organizations need to achieve a sustainable

strategy to balance short-term implementations, to quickly deliver

value to customers, with solutions that would sustain their busi-

ness in the long term. To illustrate such a phenomenon, a finan-

cial metaphor has been coined, which compares the act of imple-

menting sub-optimal solutions, in order to meet short-term goals,

to taking debt, which has to be repaid with interests in the long
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erm. The term Technical Debt (TD) has been first coined at OOP-

LA by Cunningham [1] to describe a situation in which developers

ake decisions that bring short-term benefits but cause long-term

etriment of the software. 

The up-to-date definition, developed by the Technical Debt

ommunity, is available in the Dagstuhl seminar report 16162 [2] : 

“In software-intensive systems, technical debt is a design or im-

plementation construct that is expedient in the short term, but sets

up a technical context that can make a future change more costly

or impossible. Technical debt is a contingent liability whose im-

pact is limited to internal system qualities, primarily maintainabil-

ity and evolvability ”

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.infsof.2017.08.005
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/infsof
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.infsof.2017.08.005&domain=pdf
mailto:antonio.martini@ifi.uio.no
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.infsof.2017.08.005
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Kruchten et al. [3] define several kinds of Technical Debt. In this

aper, we focus on the Architectural Technical Debt (ATD) kind,

hich is Technical Debt that concerns the way in which the sys-

em has been architected. Architectural Technical Debt has been,

n recent years, elaborated and refined in Software Engineering lit-

rature: Tom et al. [4] first mentioned Architectural Technical Debt

ATD, categorized together with Design Debt). A further classifica-

ion can be found in [3] , where ATD is regarded as the most chal-

enging TD to be uncovered by Kruchten et al. In particular, such

tudy highlights that there is a lack of research and tool support to

anage ATD in practice. ATD has been further recognized in a re-

ent systematic mapping [5] on TD. Finally, a systematic literature

eview on ATD has been published recently [6] . Such recent body

f knowledge highlights the lack of empirical research and the crit-

cal need of management tools to identify and estimate Architec-

ural Technical Debt. The main goal of this paper is to develop a

iable technique to support such need. 

According to the glossary proposed in [7] , we recall here that

he ATD present in a system is a set of “sub-optimal architec-

ural solutions”. An optimal architecture refers to the architecture

dentified by the software and system architects as the optimal

rade-off when considering the concerns collected from the dif-

erent stakeholders (which is the “desired” architecture). Such ar-

hitecture needs to support the business goals of the organization.

n example of ATD might be the presence of structural violations

8] : a component might not be well modularized, which causes ex-

ra costs when the business requirements change. However, it is

mportant to notice that an optimal architectural trade-off might

hange over time, due to business evolution and to new informa-

ion collected during implementation [9] . It is important to notice

hat it might be difficult to anticipate an optimal solution that re-

ains sustainable for several years. For this reason, it becomes im-

ortant to continuously monitor the architecture and to identify a

ostly emerging sub-optimality (ATD). The identification [5] of ATD

s therefore one of the main activities of software architects. In this

aper, we seek to develop an automated solution that would sup-

ort the identification of a specific ATD kind. 

ATD needs to be identified; however, it is at least as impor-

ant to estimate the convenience of refactor it. The costs related to

TD are based on two main components, reported in TD literature:

rincipal and interest. The principal is the cost of refactoring, nec-

ssary to remove the debt. In a concrete example, if a system con-

ains ATD in the form of a non-modularized component, the prin-

ipal is the cost of reworking the component and split it into mul-

iple, loosely-coupled components. The interest is considered the

xtra-cost that is associated with the ATD, or else the extra-cost

hat would not be paid by the organization if the ATD would not

e present in the system. For example, if the system is not well

odularized, each change (for example a bug fix) might require

he developers to change several parts of the system, which would

equire more time and resources from the developers [10] . An ATD

tem is usually refactored if the principal is considered less than

he interest left to be paid [11,12] . Estimating principal and interest,

o understand the convenience of refactoring ATD, is therefore one

f the main goals of current research and one of the main need

f software organizations. However, such task has proven to be ex-

remely difficult. The goal of this paper is therefore to develop a

echnique to estimate the convenience of refactoring the ATD. 

In summary, for software organizations, it is important to iden-

ify ATD and to understand if repaying it would be convenient with

espect to the cost of not repaying the debt (calculated as inter-

st). Architects and software managers need methods and tools to

ystematically analyze and estimate the impact of ATD, in order

o clearly show the urgency of the refactoring [13] . There are only

ew quantitative approaches revealing the business value of repay-

ng the Technical Debt [10] . Such approaches are not related to
uantify the benefits of modularity. Although there exists several

tudies on identifying the lack of modular components [10] , such

tudies do not connect the identification of such ATD with a sys-

ematic estimation of its principal and interest. Technical and non-

echnical experts need a holistic framework to identify ATD, in the

orm of lack of modularization, and to quantitatively estimate the

enefits of removing it. This problem leads to our overall research

uestion: 

RQ – How can we identify and estimate, in a quantitative way, if

a non-modularized component is worth refactoring? 

This is the overall goal of the study, i.e. understanding if the

omponent contains ATD in the form of lack of modularization and

ow convenient it would be to repay the debt. Hence, we need

o know how much is the principal and the interest of such ATD.

sing the ratio between principal and interest, we can calculate

he cost/benefit of repaying the debt. In order to understand if the

TD needs refactoring, we have to first identify the ATD and then

stimate the costs, which leads to the following RQs. 

RQ1 – How can we identify if a component contains ATD in the

form of lack of modularization? 

RQ2 – How can we estimate the current extra-cost paid as inter-

est of the ATD? 

RQ3 – How can we estimate the long-term cost saved by modu-

larizing the component? 

We have conducted a case study in a large software company:

e have studied a case in which the functionality of a compo-

ent was modularized and used by new applications. We created

 measurement system that identified the need of refactoring ac-

ording to the stakeholders’ goals. Then, by comparing the devel-

pment and maintenance effort between the two solutions, we as-

essed the goals met by the stakeholders and we developed a for-

ula quantifying the benefits of refactoring in terms of develop-

ent months. 

In Section 2 we explain our research methodology together

ith the relevant work used to define the measurement sys-

em to identify ATD and calculate the benefits of refactoring,

n Section 3 we report the results, which are discussed in

ections 4 and 5 we draw our conclusions. 

. Research design 

.1. Case-study design 

We conducted a single, embedded case-study, following the

uidelines in [14] . The main case was a large company develop-

ng software. We can consider the case as embedded as we stud-

ed two instances of the component, refactored and non-refactored

the unit of analysis). The two units of analysis were studied in

arallel. 

The execution of the study followed three steps: 

1. Elicitation of the goals related to the refactoring of ATD 

2. Development of the framework for identification and estima-

tion of ATD 

a. Development of the Measurement System according to the

goals in point 1 

b. Development of the estimation 

3. Evaluation of the framework, based on a comparative case-

study of pre- and post- refactoring 

a. Quantitatively analyzing the source code and the versioning

system 

b. Quantitatively and qualitatively inquiring the developers and

architects on the results of the refactoring 
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Fig. 1. Entities studied in this case. 
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The reason for choosing this specific case was mainly related to

point 3, the evaluation step. A commonly used technique in case-

study research, is to select a case that is extreme or deviant [14] .

The uniqueness of the case is to be related to either a specifically

favorable or unfavorable context, relevant for the research ques-

tions. In this context, a component was refactored, and both the re-

sulting components (refactored and not) continued to be used after

the refactoring by the applications of the system. This allowed us

to run an especially thorough evaluation, by comparing the source

code, by analyzing the history and the parallel development and

maintenance effort s f or both systems. Note that this is a quite spe-

cial condition, not usual in software development. What happens,

in most cases, is that the component that is refactored substitutes

the old one in the existing system. In those cases, it becomes diffi-

cult to compare the two systems, as we do not know what would

have happened if the non-refactored component would continue

being in use instead of being replaced. In this special case, we

could simultaneously assess the effect of the Architectural Tech-

nical Debt (and its absence) in two systems that were coexisting

in practice at the same time. In other words, we could study two

cases where the variation was mainly due to the refactoring of the

ATD, which allowed us to relate the results to this main factor. 

Notice that the rarity of this deviant case also implies that it

is quite difficult, in practice, to find similar cases for the replica-

tion of this study. This prevents the reproduction of the exact re-

sults in a similar context. However, we have decided to report all

the information related to the execution of this case, in order to

facilitate further studies of the technique in a similar context (to

make the study reproducible). Although further case studies are

necessary to corroborate the findings, this does not decrease signif-

icantly the validity and generalizability of our study: more details

can be found in the discussion section about how we mitigated the

threats of external validity due to the choice of a single case-study.

We designed the case to report high level of details and real-

ism, from which we obtained a rich chain of evidence leading to

the conclusions, and a desirable degree of triangulation: in fact,

we collected and analyzed both qualitative data from the stake-

holders (architects and developers) and quantitative data from the

developers, documents and source code. In practice, we triangu-

lated different methodologies, from several sources and roles [14] . 

2.2. Company context 

The study was conducted in a large world-leading telecom com-

pany with more than 110,0 0 0 employees. The company is pro-

viding equipment, software and services to enable transformation

through mobility. The studied site has around 2500 employees,

whereas around 120 developers work in the studied department.

The department is further divided into 18 cross- functional teams

where each team consists of around 6–8 members. These teams

are responsible for maintaining, analyzing, testing, and designing

new features for their products. The department provided the au-

thors with access to the projects’ source code as well as documen-

tation and knowledgeable personal. This allowed us to acquire use-

ful information by qualitatively inquiring developers, architects and

product owners and at the same time we could analyze the source

code and the change history of the system containing ATD. 

2.2.1. Case description 

In this study, we focused on the part of the system related to

the specific case of ATD. Therefore, we took in consideration three

entities: the original component with the ATD issue (which we call

the Non-Refactored Component, NRC), a framework (FW) contain-

ing the functionality extracted and modularized from the original

component, and a new component using the FW (such component

is the New Component, NC). In other words, the two components
NRC and NC) shared the same functionality: in NRC, the func-

ionality was embedded with the rest of the component, while in

he second case, the component NC accessed the functionality con-

ained in a separate framework FW (see Fig. 1 ). It is important to

otice that the NRC was still used by some of the applications in

he system. This also meant that we could compare the two sce-

arios: NC + FW vs. NRC. By doing this comparison, we aimed at

nderstanding if the modularization brought the expected bene-

ts in terms of feature development and maintenance effort s. By

nowing the costs associated with repaying the ATD (doing the

efactoring), the study also gave us the means to understand the

mportant factors to estimate the benefits of refactoring. We con-

ucted this study being aware that no comparative study of this

ort is currently available in literature, and it was therefore con-

idered an opportunity to better understand the ATD phenomenon

nd to evaluate the results of the investigation. 

.2.2. Modularization goals 

In order to properly understand the case, we investigated,

hrough documentation and interviews, what were the goals ex-

ected by the stakeholders when refactoring the component. This

as important to understand their high-level expected benefits.

he goals also provided clear target to evaluate if the modulariza-

ion was successful: these goals are used to evaluate the frame-

ork for identification and estimation developed by the authors.

he goals are listed below: 

G1. Reuse across multiple application and components (devel-

opment cost reduction); 

G2. Reduction of code complexity for code associated with the

refactored functionality (increased maintainability); 

G3. Minimize development and maintenance costs. 

In this study, the quantification of the convenience of refactor-

ng were calculated with respect to G2 and G3. G1 was also qual-

tatively assessed for completeness with respect to the case study;

owever, such goal is not necessarily related to the interest of the

TD, as reported in the definition of Technical Debt. Therefore, al-

hough fulfilling goal G1 provided benefits related to the modular-

zation, it is not related to our RQs and it was therefore outside

he scope of this study. 

.2.3. Files of interest (FOI) 

According to goals G2 and G3, it was important to understand

hat part of the component was related to the functionality. We

all this portion of the code Files Of Interest (FOI). We refer to

les, as the code was written in C/C ++ and therefore we cannot

efer to object-oriented entities such as classes and related mea-

ures. The FOI were selected as those files external to the func-

ionality but dependent on it. In other words, we selected all those

les that had a directed dependency to the functionality. The ra-

ionale for this choice was that developers always had to deal with

he complexity of the component embedded with the complexity

f the functionality, and dealing with these files was considered

s creating a lot of extra effort during feature development and

aintenance. This can be considered the interest paid due to the
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Fig. 2. Calculation example of the FOI. 

Fig. 3. Conceptual aim of the refactoring with respect to G2 and G3. 
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TD. Therefore, according to the stakeholders, we decided to iso-

ate the part of the system where we could calculate the interest

the FOI). Calculating the effort on the whole component would

ave flawed the final estimation as we would have included effort

hat was not related to the functionality (non-dependent files) or

ould be related to the functionality itself. As explained below, we

id not want to calculate the effort spent on the functionality it-

elf, as the inner part of such functionality was not the goal of the

efactoring. This selection was found plausible by the stakeholders.

In NRC, we could isolate the functionality in a specific folder,

nd therefore we calculated the dependencies with the surround-

ng files (see example in Fig. 2 ). In the NC + FW scenario this was

asier as we selected all the files in NC that were calling the FW

PIs. We did not include indirect dependencies to the functionality,

s this would not guarantee that the file would actually be called

r be calling the functionality. Note that, by calculating the vari-

us measures described in the rest of the paper with respect to a

estricted portion of FOI, made the results more conservative. This

eans that all the results, for example the gain in development ef-

ort given by the refactoring, can be considered “at least” as much

s we calculated, which is a safe assumption to make for decision

aking. Also, note that the files related to the functionality itself

ere not selected as FOI, since the stakeholders did not want to

mprove the inner functionality itself, but the target was its mod-

larization, as explained above. 

An example of the how the FOI were selected is shown in Fig. 2 .

ore specifically, the C ++ and H files which had a reference in the

orm of an #include to a file within the framework itself were

elected as FOI. This also implies that C ++ files, which implements

 corresponding H file, are identified as FOI as well. 

The overall aim of the refactoring is displayed below, in Fig. 3:

he architects aimed at making FW more isolated and loosely cou-

led from the rest of the component, and at the same time en-

apsulating the complex FOIs inside the functionality, so that they

ould not be exposed to development and changes by the devel-

pers. 

.3. Data collection and analysis 

.3.1. Preliminary interviews 

The purpose of the preliminary semi-structured interviews with

 software architects was to gain a better understanding of the
unctionalities in the NC and the NRC described earlier. It was also

mportant as it provided information on what drove them to make

he decision of modularizing NC (the goals described in 2.2.2) as

ell as what part of the architecture they felt was causing extra-

ffort (The FOI files described in 2.2.3). During the interviews one

uthor interviewed the participants while another one noted down

he information. 

.3.2. Rationale for a measurement system 

In order to identify ATD, according to RQ1, we needed to assess

f the modularity was suboptimal. For such aim, we used a Mea-

urement System, or else a combination of measures that would

dentify if part of a component should be modularized. In order

o have a reliable measure, the MS was designed for this specific

tudy, as supported by Staron et al. [15] , who conclude that a cus-

omized measurement system is better than an off-the-shelf mea-

urement system. In this specific case-study, we created a mea-

urement system that would be able to identify ATD as the lack

f modularity according to the identified goals of the stakehold-

rs. The creation of the measurement system follows the ISO/IEC

5939:2007 standard [16] . The standard provides state-of-the-art

oundations for the creation of the MS: in particular, the MS should

e created by identifying both the activities that are involved as

ell as the tasks themselves. In this study, we used the MS to-

ether with the guidelines in [15] to create a customized MS. 

The developed MS aimed at revealing ATD in a component ac-

ording to the goal G2 described by the stakeholders. We recall

ere that, according to the Technical Debt theoretical framework,

he debt that generates more interest is the one that should be pri-

ritized for repayment (refactoring). In this case, we needed to an-

lyze the complexity of those files that were considered as causing

xtra-effort due to the lack of modularization (the FOI files) and to

nderstand which ones generated extra-effort. In particular, we fo-

used on the part of the NRC where the code was shared between

he functionality and the rest of the component (FOI), as explained

n 2.2.3. We conducted the same investigation on the FOI, in NC,

hat were communicating with the framework FW. Once we iso-

ated the FOI, we collected measures on complexity and changes,

s explained in detail in the following sections, to identify ATD

nd to estimate the interest by weighting those complex files that

ere changed. This was a quite important step in the research pro-

ess according to [15] , as our results can be considered customized

or the problem at hand and therefore more suitable for the case,

han if we would have used a generic complexity index for the

hole component. On the other hand, this MS (or its design) can

e reused in other cases where the stakeholders have similar goals

nd not as a generic tool for measuring modularity. 

.3.2.1. Measuring ATD. ATD was considered the presence of com-

lex FOI files dependent both from the functionality and the com-

onent, which were often changed. It is important to notice that

he ATD is not considered the complexity itself in this case, but

he lack of a modular structure that would encapsulate it (see

ig. 3 ). We have discussed previously ( Section 2.2.3 ), how we fil-

ered the FOI. To choose a complexity measure for the selected

les, we interviewed developers involved in the refactoring of the

C. The mentioned goal regarding complexity was that the stake-

olders wanted to reduce the number of if- and for-statements in

he code that was modularized in the refactoring. A complexity

easure that calculates the complexity with regards to this is Mc-

abe Cyclomatic Complexity (MCC) [17] . Different thresholds are

uggested in literature (such as 10), but we used 15, which is also

idely recommended and was chosen by Antinyan et al. [18] in a

imilar studied context. We complemented MCC with Halstead’s

elivered bugs metric. Such metrics are further discussed when de-

cribing the MS ( Section 2.3.3 ). 
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Table 1 

Threshold Points related to McCabe measurement. 

Interval % of complex functions in the FOIs Threshold Points 

0 – 25% 0 

25 – 50% 1 

50 – 100% 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3.2.2. Measuring the interest of ATD. The extra-effort paid as in-

terest of the ATD is, as explained, related to the complexity: as

mentioned by the stakeholders (and supported by various refer-

ences), it takes more effort to change more complex code. How-

ever, if the complex code is not changed, it is less likely that repay-

ing the debt will be giving a return in the form of avoided effort,

making the refactoring not worth its cost. This is in line with the

Technical Debt concept of refactoring the debt that generates more

interest. For this reason, we wanted to weight higher those com-

plex files that were also more commonly changed, since they had

debt but they also generated interest. To quantify the changes, we

measured the committed Lines of Code (LOC), a simple measure

that is also widely used in various MSs in literature. 

2.3.3. Measurement system 

According to the ISO standard [16] , we designed the overall MS

(visible in Fig. 4 ). Below, we define the various entities, visible in

the left part of Fig. 4 . For each entity, we report its definition, ra-

tionale, construction (how from a base metrics we aggregated the

overall metrics) and the concrete instance used in our MS. Finally,

we will describe some examples on how the MS was used. 

2.3.3.1. Base measures. Attribute : property or characteristic of an

entity that can be distinguished quantitatively or qualitatively by

human or automated means. 

We analyzed the CPP source files, not including the H files. The

measurement system measures are on a function level and the H

files would not generate any usable data. Furthermore, the mea-

surement system analyzes the history of the source files in order

to determine how the effort is spread out throughout the files in

the component. 

Measurement Methods : logical sequence of operations, described

generally, used in quantifying an attribute with respect to a speci-

fied scale. We specify the method together with the resulting base

measure below. 

Base Measure : measure defined in terms of an attribute and the

method for quantifying it. 

• MCC_FOI: this measure is a set of MCC values of functions in

FOIs. This was chosen as a measure of complexity for the files

of interest. Changes on complex files likely generate more ef-

fort, which is then considered ATD interest. 

• FILES_FOI: Count of the number of FOIs files. 

• HAL_BUGS This measure is the Halstead derived bug calculation

on a function-level. This measure represents the risk of gener-

ating bugs by the functions. Bugs fixing can be considered as

an extra-effort that would lead to paying more interest on the

ATD. 

• CHANGE_FOI: Count the number of LOC changes in FOIs the last

x of month, where x is defined depending on the objective of

the data collection. This represents the activity of the develop-

ers on the FOIs. If the activity is low, even if the ATD is present,

there is no interest paid. 

• CHANGE_C: Similar to CHANGE_FOI but look at the whole com-

ponent rather than just the FOIs. Thereby it counts the total

number of LOC changes in all files of the component, including

FOIs. 

2.3.3.2. Derived measures. Measurement Functions : algorithm or

calculation performed to combine two or more base measures. We

describe these together with the resulting derived measures. 

Derived Measures : measure that is defined as a function of two

or more values of base measures. 

• MCC_FOI_HIGH – It is the sum of the MCC of the complex func-

tions within the MCC_FOIs. The threshold that determines if the
MCC of a function is considered complex or not is not univer-

sally defined. McCabe [17] suggested the threshold to be set to

10, but stated that the number was not a “magical” one. Other

papers such as [19] set it as high as 50. Heitlager et al. [20] de-

fine different thresholds where 50 is the last step, but define a

MCC of more than 20 to be complex. Antinyan et al. [18] , on

the other hand, uses a threshold of 15 and referring to that be-

ing suggested by other papers as well. Therefore, in this study a

threshold of 15 was chosen due to the fact that previous stud-

ies at the same company used 15 as their threshold (Antinyan

et al. [18] ) with a successful result and it is within the norm of

what is normally used. 

• MCC_HIGH_% – This measure is what Antinyan et al. [18] de-

fined as effective cyclomatic complexity percentage, or per-

centage of complex functions in a file. In [18] , it was used

to calculate the percentage of MCC in a file. But as this

measurement system aims to do its analysis on a set of

files rather than a single file, MCC_HIGH_% is the percent-

age of complex functions in all the FOIs. This means that

MCC_HIGH_% = MCC_FOI_HIGH/MCC_FOI. For example, if there

are 50 MCC total in all FOIs and of those, 30 MCC are com-

plex, we will have that 60% (30/50) of the MCC in all FOIs are

complex. In practice, we want to understand if many FOIs are

complex. 

Notice that this does not take into account outliers such as

one single function with high complexity. There is a very good

reason for excluding the outliers: the refactoring of one single

complex function is not an architectural problem (and it should

not be visualized by the MS), and it does not require modular-

ization. The architectural problem relates to having a high per-

centage of complex functions/classes among the ones depen-

dent from the functionality candidate for refactoring, and at the

same time there are a lot of changes performed by the devel-

opers on many complex functions. 

• MCC_POINTS – This measure is used to generate points based

in percentage of complex MCC in the FOIs (MCC_HIGH_%). The

thresholds that are being used are of those defined by Heitlager

et al. [20] for moderate risks (an MCC over 11). Here we have

adapted the thresholds with regards to a set of files (the FOIs)

after a discussion with the architects. More in details: a non-

complex file is defined to have a complex MCC percentage of

less than 25%. Therefore, 0 point is generated if the percentage

of complex MCC in the FOI is less then 25%. Secondly, a file

is considered complex if it has a complex MCC percentage of

more than 50%. This means that from 25% to 49% this study

will deem to be a middle value and thereby generate 1 point.

Above 50% of complex functions would mean that the file is

very complex, and will therefore generate 2 points. These are

summarized in Table 1 . 

• FILES_FOI_% – This measure is, in percentage, how many files in

the component are FOIs. For example, if there are 10 files in the

component and 2 of them are FOIs, then FILES_FOI_% would be

equals to 20%. 

• HAL_AVG – This measure sums up the number of functions in

HAL_BUGS (Halstead delivered bugs) with a value over 1. This

means that it sums up all the functions that are predicted to

have at least one bug in them and divide it by the number of

FOIs (see FILES_FOI). This gives the average number of bugs that
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Fig. 4. Measurement System according to the ISO standard used in the study to identify ATD. 
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Table 2 

Interval of average of Halstead delivered bugs in the FOIs’ functions and chosen 

threshold points. 

Halstead average delivered bugs Threshold Points 

0 < HAL_AVG ≤ 3 0 

3 < HAL_AVG ≤ 5 1 

HAL_AVG > 5 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Output of the Measurement System and associated Indicator for suggesting 

refactoring. 

MS points Indicator 

0 < REFACTOR_INDEX < 2 GREEN 

2 ≤ REFACTOR_INDEX < 3 YELLOW 

REFACTOR_INDEX ≥ 3 RED 
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can be expected to exist in a FOI file. This measure can be con-

sidered as the risk of generating extra-effort (bug fixing). This,

combined with the MCC complexity, would make the change of

these files more effortful and, according to the Technical Debt

definition, would generate more interest. The reason why the

measure only uses the values over 1 is that it counts func-

tions that are deemed to have at least one bug, meaning that

if a function’s Halstead delivered bugs value is less than 1, it

is not deemed by the measure to have at least one bug in it.

For example, if there are 3 functions in all FOIs, first a func-

tion with Halstead delivered bug calculated as 0.5, the second

calculated to 2 and the third calculated to 4. That would mean

that the HAL_AVG would be the average of the last two, which

is (2 + 4)/2 = 3, since the first will not be counted as it is less

then 1. 

• HAL_POINTS – We did not find any paper using a threshold for

Halstead delivered bugs. Therefore, the thresholds defining the

points generated by this measure were discussed and agreed

upon with the architects. The lower threshold for zero points

were set to 3 while the threshold for two points were set to

2. That means that one point is generate if HAL_AVG is be-

tween 1 and 2. These are summarized in Table 2 . The archi-

tects considered what would be an acceptable or risky thresh-

old for the component in terms of number of delivered bugs.

These thresholds would need to be especially discussed with

the stakeholders of the MS, and they cannot be considered gen-

eral, but rather customized for this case. However, assigning

such points is essential to aggregate the results and visualize

them in an overall indicator, which is the need of the stake-

holders. 

• CHANGE_FOI_% – The percentage of file change occurred on

FOIs. For example, if a total of 20 0 0 LOC changes occurred

within the component the last x months, and 200 of those were

on FOIs, it would mean that 10% of the file change was in FOIs.

• CHANGE_DIFF – The derived measure CHANGE_DIFF is the nor-

malized version of the derived measure CHANGE_FOI_%. The

result gives a percentage of how much more or less frequent

a LOC change in a FOI compared to a non-FOI. This is calcu-

lated through this equation: CHANGE_DIFF = CHANGE_FOI_% /

FILES_FOI_%. A_CHANGE_DIFF of 100% indicates that the FOIs

does not receive more LOC changes on average than a non-FOI.

A CHANGE_DIFF of less than 100% indicates that FOIs receive

less LOC changes on average than a non-FOI. A_CHANGE_DIFF

of more than 100% indicates that FOIs receive more LOC

changes on average than a non-FOI. For example, if 20% of the

files are FOIs and 30% of the LOC change are in FOIs, than

CHANGE_DIFF will have a value of 150% (30/20). This means

that a FOI is 50% more likely to get a LOC change compared

to a non-FOI. 

2.3.3.3. Refactoring indicator. Analysis Model : algorithm or calcula-

tion combining one or more base and/or derived measures with

associated decision criteria. 

The Analysis Model uses the points from the two complexity

measures, MCC_POINTS and HAL_POINTS, as well as the effort in

form of the likelihood of a LOC change in a FOI compared to a non-

FOI, CHANGE_DIFF. Using these three measures the analysis model
alculates a refactor index, REFACTOR_INDEX, which is an index in-

icating the likely need of refactoring the FOIs (modularizing the

elated functionality). The higher the index value, the higher the

ikelihood of a need for refactoring. The index is calculated using

he following equation: 
Equation 1. The refactoring index is based on the two complex-

ty measures and how often the files are changed 

EFACTOR _ INDEX = ( MCC _ POINTS + HAL _ POINTS ) ∗ CHANGE _ DIFF 

The two complexity measures, MCC_POINTS and HAL_POINTS,

re added together as a general complexity score of the FOIs. These

re then multiplied with the percentage of effort that is spent on

OIs in order to account for the effort. This means that, even if the

OIs are very complex, if almost no effort is spent on them, the re-

ulting refactoring index may not be that high. This is based on the

echnical Debt argument that the refactoring should be performed

f the Debt generates Interest: in this case, if the complexity is high

ut the files are not changed, the debt is present but it does not

enerate interest and therefore it does not necessarily need to be

efactored. 

Indicator : measure that provides an estimate or evaluation of

pecified attributes derived from the model with respect to defined

nformation needs. 

The indicator of the measurement system generates GREEN,

ELLOW, or RED. The GREEN means that the MS does not find any

ndication that the FOIs are generating enough extra effort to jus-

ify a refactoring. YELLOW means that the FOIs generates some ef-

ort, and developers should thereby be aware of it. RED means that

he measurement system find strong indications that the FOIs are

enerating a lot of effort, which would suggest the need of refac-

oring. 

The color that is generated by the indicator depends on the

efactor index value, REFACTOR_INDEX according to three thresh-

lds. If the index value is less then 2, the FOIs are marked

s GREEN. We used 2 which means that all the measures are

enerated their middle value, meaning that MCC_POINTS and

AL_POINTS generate 1 point each and the CHANGE_DIFF is 100%.

f calculated with the Eq. (1), it would give the value 2. Secondly,

f the index is 2 or greater and less then 3, than the indicator will

enerate YELLOW. The reason for the using 3 as threshold is that if

he complexity measure generates 3 points (one generates 2 points

nd the other 1) and the effort spent is 100% at least, one com-

lexity measure is very high and the other show at least some

ndication. Therefore, the second threshold is less than 3 and the

hird threshold, for generating RED, is greater or equal to 3. These

hresholds are summarized in Table 3 . 

.3.3.4. Measurement system examples and interpretation. In order

o fully understand the measurement system this section will pro-

ide a couple of examples. However, these examples will be min-

mal, and thereby skip the measures on the lower level, focusing

ore on the derived measure which are connected to the analysis

odels and upwards. 

Interpretation : explanation of how to interpret the data of an

ndicator with a language that the intended user will understand. 

Example - YELLOW 
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Table 4 

Parameters in case when the MS warns about the modularity, but it is not con- 

sidered critical. 

CHANGE_DIFF: 200% 

MCC_HIGH_%: 25% 

MCC_POINTS: 1 

HAL_AVG: 0.3 

HAL_POINTS: 0 

REFACTOR_INDEX: 2 

STATUS: YELLOW 

Table 5 

Parameters in case when the MS does not find enough evidence to justify refac- 

toring. 

CHANGE_DIFF: 25% 

MCC_HIGH_%: 50% 

MCC_POINTS: 2 

HAL_AVG: 2 

HAL_POINTS: 2 

REFACTOR_INDEX: 1.2 

STATUS: GREEN 
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Table 6 

Parameters in case when the MS finds the refactoring critical. 

CHANGE_DIFF: 400% 

MCC_HIGH_%: 50% 

MCC_POINTS: 0 

HAL_AVG: 1.5 

HAL_POINTS: 1 

REFACTOR_INDEX: 4 

STATUS: RED 

Fig. 5. The variables related to the development phases during the refactoring. 
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In this example there will be 20 cpp files in total. Of these files

 are marked as FOIs, giving a FOI percentage of 20%. Out of the

otal LOC changes on the files 40% are within the FOI, that means

hat CHANGE_DIFF will be 200%. Furthermore, 25% of the MCC of

he FOIs will be marked as complex generating a MCC_POINTS of

. Lastly, the average number of Halstead delivered bugs within the

OI files are 0.3. These values are summarized below in Table 4: 

Given this data, the measurement system, in this case, would

ndicate to the user that the system does have some TD and that it

s generating interest. Although it is generating interest, it may not

e enough to justify a refactoring of the FOIs. However, in order to

ake such a decision, further estimation is required (see sections

elated to the estimation of the interest). 

Example - GREEN 

In this example there will be 100 cpp files in total. Of these files

 are marked as FOIs, giving a FOI percentage of 4%. Out of the

otal LOC changes on the files 1% are within the FOI, that means

hat CHANGE_DIFF will be 25%. Furthermore, 50% of the MCC of

he FOIs will be marked as complex generating a MCC POINTS of

. Lastly the average number of Halstead delivered bugs within the

OI files are 2. These values are summarized in Table 5: 

Given this data the measurement system in this case would in-

icate to the user that the system does have more than average

D and that it is generating interest to the development. However,

s the FOIs are not changed that often, the measurement system

ndicates that the FOIs may not need a refactoring at the moment.

his will change if the FOIs start to be developed more frequently. 

Example – RED 

In this example, there will be 100 cpp files in total. Of these

les 5 are marked as FOIs, giving a FOI percentage of 5%. Out of the

otal LOC changes on the files 20% are within the FOI, that means

hat CHANGE_DIFF will be 400%. Furthermore, 10% of the MCC of

he FOIs will be marked as complex generating a MCC_POINTS of

. Lastly, the average number of Halstead delivered bugs within the

OI files are 1.5 generating a HAL POINTS of 1. These values are

ummarized in Table 6: 

In this example, the measurement system indicator would indi-

ate RED. The reason for this is that the amount of effort that is

pent on the FOIs will be increasing the interest that is generated

y the TD on the FOIs. 
In the results section, we report the status obtained by the two

ystems according to the MS defined here. 

.3.4. Interviews to model the effort estimation 

In order to address RQ2 and RQ3, we needed to understand

ow to quantify the business benefits of the refactoring. In order to

o so, we needed a formula to calculate the gain. The first step was

o understand the factors to be included in such formula. Then, we

eeded to conduct a deeper investigation of what effort s were con-

ected to the refactoring. The company did not maintain documen-

ation specifying the exact amount of effort spent on the develop-

ent of specific components. Therefore, we conducted interviews,

hich were held with three architects (who involved the product

anagers in the estimation). In order to do so, we analyzed the

arious effort variables with respect to the timeline of the refac-

oring (visible in Fig. 5 ). 

The result was the selection of the key effort factors for model-

ng the calculation. The first two are related to the effort spent in

he development and maintenance before the refactoring: the old

evelopment effort ( E1 ) and the old maintenance effort ( E2 ). Simi-

arly, it was important to estimate the development and mainte-

ance after the refactoring: the new development effort ( E4 ) and the

ew maintenance effort ( E5 ). Finall y, we need to take in considera-

ion the refactoring effort ( E3 ) which includes the effort spent on

efactoring. 

These factors were inserted into an equation (Eq. (2)). All the

actors, excluding E3, are related to a specific time t (for example,

xpressed in months). It was necessary to specify such variable as

e needed to calculate the effort (the interest of the ATD) over

 specific time-span. Such time-span had to be the same in or-

er to be able to compare the quantities (see following sections).

he difference between the old development effort E1 and the new

evelopment effort E4 defines the development effort gain from

he refactoring. The difference between the old maintenance effort

2 and new maintenance effort E5 defines the maintenance effort

ain from a refactoring. These gains needed to be balanced consid-

ring the refactoring effort E3. 

Equation 2. Overall formula to calculate the effort gain 

 = ( E 1 − E 4 ) ∗ t + ( E 2 − E 5 ) ∗ t − E 3 

The previous equation gave a first framework for calculation.

owever, from the interviews, we found that we needed to un-

erstand some of the factors more in depth. We found that, during

he refactoring, there is usually a time when both solutions are in

se (in this case, both NRC and NC + FW). In fact, the refactoring of
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the applications using NRC could not be immediate, and therefore

we needed to take into account the double maintenance effort dur-

ing the transition period. This is better visible in Fig. 5 . Hence, the

factor E5 needed to be updated in the equation with the function

M(x), as defined in Eq. (3). 

M(x) is a function which calculates the maintenance effort as-

sociated with the component at month x after the release. The

value is dependent on the number of releases being maintained

and the time between releases. For example, if a release is main-

tained for 4 months and a new release comes every 2nd month

(m = 2), then there would be 2 releases maintained at a single

point in time (r = 2). The function uses this data and assumes that

the maintenance effort is spent equally between the maintained

releases. This means that, after the first release with the refactor-

ing, it is assumed that half of the maintenance effort is spent on

the refactored release and the second half is spent on the older,

non-refactored release (if the previous example data is used). Fur-

thermore, when the non-refactored releases stop being maintained,

the only cost will be the refactoring release. 

Equation 3. Detailed formula considering the possible double

maintenance 

M ( x ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

r − 1 

r 
E 2 + 

1 

r 
E 5 i f 

x 

m 

< 1 

r − 2 

r 
E 2 + 

2 

r 
E 5 i f 

x 

m 

< 2 

. 

. 

. 

r − ( r − 1 ) 

r 
E 2 + 

r − 1 

r 
E 5 i f 

x 

m 

< 1 

E 5 otherwise 

E = ( E 1 − E 4 ) ∗ t + 

( 

E 2 ∗ t −
t ∑ 

x =1 

( M ( x ) ) 

) 

− E 3 

In summary, the important variables were the following: 

• E: Effort Saved or Lost After t Months 

• E1: Effort of Development Before Refactoring in Months 

• E2: Effort of Maintenance Before Refactoring in Months 

• E3: Total Effort of Doing the Refactoring 

• E4: Effort of Development After Refactoring in Months 

• E5: Effort of Maintenance After Refactoring in Months 

• t: Time After the Refactoring in Months 

• m: Months Between Releases 

• r: Number of Releases Being Maintained at a Single Point in

Time 

To better understand the variables with respect to the case,

Fig. 5 illustrates how the different variables relate to each other

in a development time perspective. Each vertical line represents a

new release, where the thicker longer line represents the release

when the refactoring is introduced. The thicker horizontal line in-

dicates main development as well as maintenance while the thin-

ner line represented only maintenance (E2) or refactoring (E3). 

2.3.5. Interviews to collect effort estimations 

Once we modeled the estimation equation, we conducted inter-

views with 14 developers of both NRC (8) and NC (6) and the three

architects who had worked with NC and/or NRC. The purpose was

to get an estimation on how many developers were working with

the respective components. These interviews were conducted using

a structured approach. The interviews with the architects included

analyzing project documents to retrieve the data on the develop-

ers’ distribution of the effort. 
We decided to present the calculation and results in the form

f Developer Work Months (DWM). DWM is defined in this study

s the amount of effort one developer generates each month. For

xample, if a developer works 22 days each month, then the ef-

ort in man-hours the developer generates in one DWM is 22 ∗ 6

hich is equals to 132 man-hours each month. That means that

ne DWM can be roughly translated to 132 man-hours: in the rest

f this paper, we will use DWM and “132 man-hours” interchange-

bly (often preferring the acronym DWM). 

.3.5.1. Old effort - E1 and E2. The old effort data was gathered

rom NRC as it was the component that was being analyzed to

now if it should be modularized. This means that the informa-

ion regarding the variables E1 and E2 were collected both from

he source code and from developers and architects with knowl-

dge of NRC. The questions asked during the interviews regarding

he data for E1 variable (the development effort) were: 

• “How many developers are working on the development of NRC

on a monthly basis?”

• “How much percent of their time is devoted to development of

NRC?”

The question was asked for the whole component, as the de-

elopers were not able to distinguish how much time they spent

n the FOIs alone. However, as explained in Section 2.2.3 , we were

ble to analyze the source code and identify the FOI. By access-

ng the change versioning system, we could therefore calculate the

hanges in lines of code related to the FOI, which allowed us to

stimate a percentage of the effort related to such files. As an ex-

mple, if a developer spent 1 month on the component and 10%

f the changes in the component during such month were related

o the FOI, we calculated that 10% of 1 month was spent on doing

evelopment on the FOI (which in this example would be 3 days).

his is not an exact measure, but it was considered close enough

y the stakeholders. 

The questions asked regarding the E2 variable (the maintenance

ffort) were: 

• “How many developers are working on the maintenance of NRC

on a monthly basis?”

• “How much percent of their time is devoted to maintenance of

NRC?”

The maintenance effort distribution (calculated in a similar way

s to the development E1) was then gathered from the changes in

he source code history from the maintenance branch (separated

rom the development branch in the versioning system). 

.3.5.2. New effort - E4 and E5. The data regarding the new effort

as gathered from the NC as this component was developed and

aintained using the modularized functionality FW. Note that NC

s not the results of refactoring NRC, but is rather another applica-

ion accessing the modularized functionality FW. As explained later

n ( Section 2.3.5.5 ), we needed to apply a normalization step in

rder to compare NC and NRC. 

The variables that are associated with the new effort are E4 and

5 which are the development effort and maintenance effort, re-

pectively. The questions asked for the E4 variable were: 

• “How many developers are working on the development of NC

on a monthly basis?”

• “How many percent of their time is dedicated to development

of NC?”

And for the E5 variable the following questions were asked: 

• “How many developers are working on the maintenance of NC

on a monthly basis?”

• “How many percent of their time is dedicated to maintenance
of NC?”
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.3.5.3. Refactoring effort - E3. The E3 variable represents the prin-

ipal of the ATD, or else the cost of refactoring, which in this study

s the time spent to modularize NRC. This exact information was

ot available for NC as it was, in practice, a different component

uilt from scratch (not the result of directly modularizing NRC).

herefore, the refactoring effort was estimated from the same em-

loyees interviewed for the old effort variables, the developers and

rchitects of NRC (that would be involved in its refactoring). The

uestion that were asked to retrieve this data were: 

• “How much effort, in developers and months, would you esti-

mate it would take to refactor the NRC for using the modular-

ized functionality FW?”

.3.5.4. Maintenance variables - m and r. Information regarding the

aintenance time was collected from documentation. The informa-

ion was, for example, in the form of “A release is maintained for

2 months and a there is a new release every 3 months”. In this

ase, the m variable, which is the time between releases, was 3

nd the r variable, which was the number of releases being main-

ained, was 12/3 = 4. 

.3.5.5. Problem size scaling. As explained earlier, we needed to be

ble to compare the effort in developing and maintaining the FOI

n NRC and NC. The two components are not the same, but they

hare a functionality. This functionality is implemented to solve a

roblem, and there is a difference in form of the size of this prob-

em between the two components where the NRC’s problem size

as bigger than the NC’s problem size. In order to be able to com-

are the two components and the effort data, we needed a way to

ormalize the data between them. More specifically, we needed a

ay to transform the data from NC to be able to fit the NRC by

caling it up (since the target of refactoring would be NRC). This

as done by finding a way to get a ratio between NRC and NC,

sing the following equation: 

Equation 4. The scaling formula used to normalize the calcula-

ion to compare the two components 

 ROB _ SCALE = 

P ROB _ SIZE _ NRC 

P ROB _ SIZE _ NC 

The rationale behind this equation is: if the problem of NRC is

wice as difficult, then the effort required when scaling from NC

s approximately twice as much. In order to quantify the problem

ize, we interviewed the architects of the two components as well

s senior developers with knowledge of both components. This was

one for two reasons. The first was to collect the data regarding

he problem size in a qualitative way. The second was to discuss a

ay to quantitatively measure the problem size. 

As for quantifying the problem size, the architects proposed to

ount the number of objects being handled in the shared function-

lity. NRC handled 17 (PROB_SIZE_NRC) of these objects while NC

andled 5 (PROB_SIZE_NC). This meant that the problem size dif-

erence was chosen as being a factor of 3.4 (PROB_SCALE) by using

his method. 

Assessing the problem size in a qualitative way, the data gath-

red via interviews showed that the problem size factor was

round 3–5 with an average of 4. This result from the qualitative

ata was similar to the one collected quantitatively, and therefore

t was confirming the suitability of using the result from the quan-

itative assessment. We therefore used the quantitative measure in

he rest of the study ( Section 3.4 ) to scale up the effort data from

C to NRC. 

.3.6. Evaluation 

We conducted the evaluation session in order to understand if

he modularization was successful and if it was giving the expected

enefits. More in detail, we wanted to know if the MS’s output
as sound and if the effort calculation was realistic and useful. We

sed the following approaches: 

• We ran the MS, analyzing the two systems, and we compared

the results 

• We conducted interviews with three architects 

• We conducted a survey with 32 developers of the two compo-

nents: 12 for NC and 20 for NRC 

To know if the NC + FW represented an overall good modular-

zation with respect to NRC. Thus, in the survey we asked: 

“On a scale of 1–10, where 1 is “Refactoring not needed” and

0 is “Needs refactoring”, how would you rate the need to refactor

he functionality in NC/NRC?”

Then, we evaluated the goals enumerated in Section 2.2.2 with

nterviews and the survey. 

G1: for this goal, we asked the three architects in the inter-

iews. The framework FW, extracted from the original component

RC, was reused by several applications across the system devel-

ped after the modularization (including the new component NC).

e can consider this goal achieved as the various applications

ould access the isolated functionality instead of accessing a big

omponent with several functionalities such as NRC. However, our

im in this study was not to quantify the reusability of the solu-

ion, as explained in 2.2. 

G2: In order to understand if the complexity was decreased, we

sked the developers, collecting both quantitative and qualitative

nswers with a questionnaire. In particular, we asked: 

“On a scale of 1–10, where 1 is ‘Not complex’ and 10 is ‘Very

omplex’, how complex is it to add/modify/remove source code of

he functionality in (NC/NRC)?”

G3: In order to understand if the refactoring was bringing ben-

fits in terms of development and maintenance effort we ask the

evelopers, through the questionnaire: 

• “On a scale of 1–10, where 1 is ‘Not a lot’ and 10 is ‘A lot’,

how much effort do you think would be saved by refactoring,

as mentioned in question 3, the functionality in the (NC/NRC)?”

As shown in the results section, the modularization was con-

rmed to be successful. 

. Results 

First, we report the results from the application of the mea-

urement system. Then we report the modularity evaluation, which

hows that the measurement system identified the ATD. Finally,

e report the estimation of the interest, which shows the business

alue associated with refactoring the ATD. 

.1. Measurement system identified ATD and its interest 

According to the MS defined in Section 2.3.3 , when running the

S on the source code of RC and NRC, we obtained the results

isible in Table 7 . 

The table clearly shows what was different in the analyzed

omponents with respect to the various measures previously de-

ned. According to the modularization index, the indicator shows

green” for the RC and “red” for NRC. Consequently, the MS sug-

ests to refactor NRC but not RC. 

.2. Effort estimation results 

First, we report the detailed data collected for each variable in

he estimation formula (Eq. (3)), then we report the calculation. 

E1 is defined as the old development effort of NRC. The

ata received from the architects of NRC was that 100 people

ere working with the development of NRC, however they did
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Table 7 

Comparison of the pre- and post- refactoring parameters and consequent indi- 

cator given by the Measurement System. 

Measure RC NRC 

MCC_FOI 610 2959 

MCC_FOI_HIGH 133 1634 

MCC_HIGH_% 21.8% 55.22% 

MCC_POINTS 0 2 

FILES_FOI 8 17 

FILES_C 67 204 

FILES_FOI_% 11.94% 8.33% 

HAL_AVG 3.3 6.9 

HAL_POINTS 1 2 

CHANGE_FOI 1711 13,323 

CHANGE_C 19,949 113,152 

CHANGE_FOI_% 8.58% 11.77% 

CHANGE_DIFF 71.86% 141.3% 

MODULARIZATION_INDEX 0.72 5.65 

STATUS GREEN RED 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8 

Collected data for each variable. 

Variable Value 

E 1 1.886 DWM/month 

E 2 2.033 DWM/month 

E 3 42 DWM 

E 4 1.497 DWM/month 

E 5 0.143 DWM /month 

m 6 month 

r 3 releases 
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not work full time on it, but only around 20% of their time.

Furthermore, we checked how much effort was spent on the

FOIs. We were able to estimate that 9.43% of the effort was

spent each month on the development on FOIs files. In order

to get the DWM for E1 the following calculation was done:

E1 = 100 ∗ 20% ∗ 9.43% = 1.886 DWM/month. 

E2 is defined as the old maintenance effort of the NRC. The

data received from the architects was that two teams were work-

ing full time with the maintenance of NRC, which were roughly

12 developers. Additionally, 16.94% of all the LOC changes com-

mitted in the maintenance branch were in the FOIs. In order

to get the DWM for E2, the following calculation was done:

E2 = 12 ∗ 16.94% = 2.0328 DWM/month. 

E3 defines the effort of refactoring the NRC. The people doing

the refactoring estimated that it took a team of seven people for

around six months to modularize the FOIs of the NRC. This means

that the effort for refactoring was: E3 = 7 ∗ 6 = 42 DWM. 

E4 defines the development effort of the NRC after the refac-

toring. It is similar to E1 but the data was gathered from NC

and scaled to fit NRC. According to the PG of NC there are

roughly 40 people working with the NC, where they spend 15–

20% of their time on the development which gives a mean of

17.5%. The data from the source control system was then used

to get the deviation between FOIs and non-FOIs. The result re-

ceived was that 6.29% of the LOC changes are related to the

FOIs. However, the data needs to be scaled in order to fit NRC.

Thus, to get the DWM for E4 the following calculation was done:

E4 = 40 ∗ 17.5% ∗ 6.29% ∗ 3.4 = 1.497 DWM/month. 

E5 defines the maintenance effort of the NRC after it has been

refactored. This is similar to E2 but is also scaled in the same

way as E4. That means that it uses data from the maintenance

branch as described for E2 but also at the data of the NC instead of

NRC. We asked to the architects of NC to collect the required data

about the developers working on NC maintenance. The collected

data was that 7 people were working with NC. However, about 15–

20% of the time was spent on the maintenance of NC which would

give a mean of 17.5%. Furthermore, 3.44% of the LOC changes in the

maintenance branch was in FOIs. This was then scaled in order to

fit NRC. Thus, to get the DWM for E5 the following calculation was

used: E5 = 7 ∗ 17.5% ∗ 3.44% ∗ 3.4 = 0.143 DWM/month. 

The variables m and r define the amount of time that a release

will be maintained. This data was specified in the documents re-

garding maintenance provided by the company. In this case, the

maintenance was 18 months long where there is a new release ev-

ery 6 month. That means that there are three releases being main-

tained which gives r = 3 releases and m = 6 months. 
Table 8 reports the summary of the results. 

By using the formula defined in Eq. (3), it is now possible to

stimate the amount of effort saved after a specific period of time.

sing the values summarized in Table 8 , the equation assumes the

ollowing values for NRC: 

Equation 5. instantiation of Eq. (3) with context data 

 ( x ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

2 

3 

∗ 2 . 033 + 

1 

3 

∗ 0 . 143 i f 
x 

6 

< 1 

1 

3 

∗ 2 . 033 + 

2 

3 

∗ 0 . 143 i f 
x 

6 

< 2 

0 . 143 otherwise 

 = ( 1 . 886 − 1 . 497 ) ∗ t + 

( 

2 . 033 ∗ t −
t ∑ 

x =1 

( M ( x ) ) 

) 

− 42 

= 2 . 422 ∗ t −
t ∑ 

x =1 

( M ( x ) ) − 42 

Setting the E variable to zero, it was possible to find out the

oint in time for the break even or else how long it would take for

he component to start generating a gain from saving the interest.

his gives the following calculation (assuming t ≥ 12): 

 = 2 . 422 ∗ t −
((

2 

3 

∗ 2 . 033 + 

1 

3 

∗ 0 . 143 

)
∗ 6 

+ 

(
1 

3 

∗ 2 . 033 + 

2 

3 

∗ 0 . 143 

)
∗ 6 + 0 . 143 ∗ ( t − 12 ) 

)
− 42 

= 2 . 422 ∗ t − 53 . 35 = 0 

⇒ t = 

53 . 34 

2 . 279 

= 23 . 4 months 

According to the calculations, the part of a component (FOIs)

ill see a gain in development effort after 23 months. There are

ther interesting observations that can be made from the cal-

ulation. The total effort on the refactoring, including the dou-

le effort of maintaining two solutions for a period of time, is

3.34 DWM. But as mentioned before, 23 months after the refac-

oring is implemented the developers of NRC will be able to save

.279 DWM/month. The 2.279 DWM/month is also the interest that

s paid each month due to the ATD. 

.3. Evaluation of modularization and of the measurement system 

The MS suggested the refactoring of NRC and not of RC. The ef-

ort estimation also suggests that there is an interest paid monthly

y keeping NRC, and that the refactoring of RC will at least yield a

ain in two years. However, in order to understand if the MS clas-

ification is sound and the effort estimation is accurate, we eval-

ated the two components according to the perception of several

evelopers. 

First, we asked if the components needed to be refactored. In

ig. 6 it is possible to see the average answers given by the de-

elopers. We do not show the median, as it was very similar. The
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Fig. 6. Answers about the need of refactoring for the two components. 

Fig. 7. Answers related to the complexity of the two components. 

Fig. 8. Answers on how much it would be saved by refactoring the two compo- 

nents. 
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Fig. 9. Difference of McCabe complexity between the two components. 

Fig. 10. Overall Decision Framework: the output from the Measurement System is 

used to trigger the effort estimation. 
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tandard deviation for NRC was 1.23, while the one for RC was 1.56.

n general, we can consider the answers quite aligned. 

As we can see in Fig. 6 , the developers working with NRC think

hat the refactoring is necessary and it would be worth it. On the

ontrary, the ones working with NC do not think that the compo-

ent needs a refactoring and not much would be saved by refac-

oring NC. This result confirms the output of the MS. However, to

e sure that the need of refactoring is related to what we mea-

ured in the MS, we report the answers from the developers on

he Complexity of the two components. As we can observe from

he average reported in Fig. 7 (medians were also very close val-

es), there is a big difference between the two groups of devel-

pers’ answers. The ones that worked with NC answered that the

omplexity was normal about normal, while the ones that worked

ith NRC were suffering from high complexity. These answers are

lso quite aligned, although they varied a bit more than the previ-

us ones, where the standard deviation for NRC was 2.15, while for

C it was 1.83. This confirms that the MS reported a sound result

nd that the right source of ATD was captured. 

Finally, we asked the developers how much time would be

aved by doing the refactoring in both the components. This was

eant to understand if the paid interest would be saved thanks to

he refactoring or not. The results in Fig. 8 shows that the develop-

rs perceive a high gain in refactoring NRC, but not NC, supporting

he results from the effort calculation. Also in this case, the an-

wers were quite aligned, with the standard deviation of 1.77 for

RC and 1.88 for RC. 

In summary, both the MS and the effort calculation were

trongly validated by the evaluation with respect to the Goals G2

nd G3 reported by the stakeholders. 

Finally, we show some pre- and post- refactoring data about the

omplexity of the functions in the two components NC and NRC,

s visible in Fig. 9 . This shows how NRC has many more complex

unctions than NC, and several are around or above the threshold.

his perspective helps visualizing how the complexity was reduced
n the files shared between the functionality and the rest of the

omponent. 

.4. Semi-automated modularization decision framework 

The combination of the MS and the effort estimation allows the

takeholders to estimate the need of modularization for a com-

onent and provides a quantification of how much effort can be

aved per month. The case-study shows that the decision about the

efactoring relies on the combination of the results from the MS

nd the effort estimation formula. In particular, the MS is useful for

dentifying the ATD that is likely in needs of refactoring, while the

ffort estimation returns the business value of doing such refactor-

ng. These results answer our overall RQ: “How can we estimate,

n a quantitative way, if a non-modularized component is worth

efactoring?”, and the overall decision framework can be expressed

ith the diagram in Fig. 10: 

. Discussion 

We conducted a holistic, embedded case-study in order to un-

erstand how to detect ATD and how to estimate the benefits of

efactoring it. The outcome of the case study was the development

f semi-automated framework including a MS, developed accord-

ng to the ISO standard, and the goals of the stakeholders, the de-

elopment of a general formula to quantify the benefits of refactor-

ng ATD according to the companies’ project data, and the success-
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ful evaluation of these two parts according to a survey including

three architects and 32 developers working with the system. 

The contribution of this study to the field of software engineer-

ing is four-fold: 

• We designed and evaluated a MS to identify ATD in the form

of lack of modularization and to identify if any interest is paid

because of this kind of ATD. 

• We designed and evaluated an effort calculation formula that

can be used for estimating the business value of performing the

modularization of a component with respect to the benefits of

repaying ATD. 

• We combine the MS and the effort estimation in a semi-

automated framework that helps the difficult and expensive

choice of prioritizing the repayment of ATD by refactoring (or

not) a component to achieve a better modularity of the system.

• We provide quantified (although limited to this specific case)

evidence that the modularization of a component (ATD repay-

ment) can lead to a continuous gain for the organization (re-

duction of ATD interest) and to a more sustainable system in

the long-term. 

4.1. Contribution to research and related work 

A previous study [21] reported the same estimation technique

used in this paper. However, such study did not connect the esti-

mation with the identification of ATD. In this study, we propose

a holistic framework to support the automated identification of

ATD with interest and then its estimation. In particular, we pro-

pose a novel Measurement System for the automated identification

of complex areas of a component where a functionality is coupled

with files that are complex and often changed. This would suggest

the presence of ATD and also of interest to be paid. Such MS repre-

sents a first screening for the automated identification of ATD: the

prioritization, used by stakeholders, reduces the number of candi-

dates for refactoring. Such input can then be used for the estima-

tion of the identified ATD, using the formula reported in [21] . This

framework allows the effective combination of the two activities of

identification and estimation, providing a novel, holistic solution to

support semi-automated decision making related to the refactoring

of this kind of ATD. 

The developed MS suggests that, in order to understand if the

refactoring is worth the cost, it might be important to restrict the

static analysis to a filtered part of the system. The work done in

[10] quantifies ATD interest, but the authors use different mea-

sures and a different scope: in our paper we analyze one compo-

nent in-depth, also taking into account more detailed information

such as the McCabe complexity of the FOIs, while in [10] the au-

thors take in consideration the whole system and locate ATD using

an approach based on DSR (dependencies). The scopes are there-

fore different. A comparison of the two approaches could lead to

understand if more contextual information would lead to a better

quantification. In summary, we provide a new way of evaluating

the modularity of a component, and our approach calculates the

interest in a more precise way, as we consider only the complex

FOIs changed and not the whole component or system. The ap-

proach has been evaluated with a survey including 32 developers

and 3 architects. 

The description of the components in Eq. (3) is rather general:

this means that the formula can be used in other cases with a sim-

ilar context. Also, the various components of the formula can be

replaced or removed to fit another context. Therefore, although we

have applied the results in one specific case and further studies

are needed, we provide a reproducible method for estimation that

can be replicated in other cases. Although estimations on archi-

tectural refactoring need the qualitative (and possibly biased) in-
ut from technical experts, we provide here a way to integrate the

easures obtained from the static analysis of the code with the

roject data, which would enhance the precision and reliability of

efactoring decisions. A framework like this has not been provided

n literature, and, as shown in this paper, can be useful in several

ther studies related to Technical Debt assessment. In this study,

e report several details, related to the development of the frame-

ork, that will allow for the reproducibility of the study in other

ontexts. 

This study also reports quantitative evidence concerning the

enefits of refactoring a component’s ATD to achieve modularity.

ven if this study represents a single case and might be a special

ase, it can be considered evidence supporting the value of repay-

ng ATD. On the other hand, we need to be aware that, in other

ases, modularity might not pay off if the costs related to vari-

bles in Eq. (3) would vary. For example, if the cost of refactor-

ng E3 is greater than the combined gain from development and

aintenance effort, the stakeholders would probably not refactor

he system. In such regard, we call for further case-studies on the

usiness value of refactoring ATD. 

Some previous work, such as [19] , investigates the interest of a

ystem as a whole and thereby the effect of refactoring the whole

ystem based on measures such as source code debt (for exam-

le McCabe complexity). However, our study focuses on the mod-

larization of a component containing a functionality dependent to

omplex files (including a sub-optimal architectural choice), which

s an architectural issue, different from the amount of complexity

resent in the whole system. We also provide a detailed calculation

f the interest by identifying the source of interest and then by cal-

ulating the effort associated with it, which is novel with respect

o previous studies. Furthermore, in [22] the authors designed an

ffort calculation on how much would cost to design the next gen-

ration of component to remove interest. However, such study fo-

uses on the design effort to create a new component to repay TD,

hich represents a different goal. 

Existing tools widely used to measure Technical Debt, such as

onarQube [23] , do not provide either ATD measures (they focus

n code-related issues) nor a quantification of the interest. Some

xtensions of Sonar (e.g. for Java) report also structural metrics, but

hey are not related to specific functionalities to be refactored. Al-

hough our MS uses measures that are also visible in tools such

s SonarQube (for example, McCabe complexity), in our case such

easures have been used in a novel way to identify the risk of

aying extra-effort due to a form of ATD where a component is

ot well modularized. This kind of measures have not been used

efore in practice, according to current literature, which makes our

esults novel. 

.2. Contribution to practice: modularization decision framework 

We provide a holistic, semi-automated framework based on the

ombination of a MS and an effort calculation formula. The eval-

ation shows that the framework was applicable in the company,

t was reliable and it was providing useful information on an im-

ortant and expensive aspect (modularization) of architecting the

ystem. We also provide all the necessary information, in this pa-

er, for the application of this framework by practitioners. 

In particular, we provide both a quite generic method to select

he files causing interest and a formula for estimating the amount

f effort that can be saved in a certain period of time after the

efactoring. This can be useful for the developers, but it seems es-

ecially useful for managers to understand the benefits of refac-

oring a component (which might be seen as “a waste of effort”

nstead of an investment for future development). Depending on

he case, our formula can indicate that refactoring a component

ould or would not give a return on the refactoring effort invest-
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ent. The generic formula can be adjusted with the context’s spe-

ific parameters in order to apply a similar calculation to quan-

ify the effort. In this specific case, we have studied C/C ++ pro-

rams (for which only a limited amount of literature is available),

ut the approach can be easily extended to systems designed using

he object-oriented paradigm. An important clarification is that the

ariables E4 and E5 should be estimated by the developers, archi-

ects and product managers. Here we have used an existing refac-

ored component to reliably estimate them, but in other cases, this

ind of data might not be present, and the estimations should be

one according to Technical Debt common practice (e.g. as done in

tudies like [12] ). 

The specific case and the results obtained here can be especially

seful for software organizations when estimating the benefits of

efactoring in a specific situation, analogous to the one reported

ere. In such scenario, an existing functionality is modularized by

eing developed from scratch in order to be used by new applica-

ions; then, the organization needs to understand if the older ver-

ion of the component, including the non-refactored functionality,

s worth refactoring or not. Note that, according to our experience

ith several companies, this scenario is far from being an isolated

ase but it seems to be rather common in industry. In the other

ossible scenarios, where the data to fill the variables of the for-

ulas are not accessible, the estimations need to be done by ex-

erts’ experience. Even though the equation can still be used in

uch case, the estimations would likely lose precision. 

.3. Generalization of the results 

The resulting framework is based on the study of a single orga-

ization, comparing two cases of similar systems. One major threat

o validity related to case-studies, is to report results that might

ot be valid in other cases, or else are not considered general-

zable. Contrarily to statistical results, which aim at using a rep-

esentative sample of the population, case-based research aims at

roviding evidence by an architectural explanation of the case [24] .

he assumption, in case-based research, is that the components

hat we have identified in this study would be more generalizable

han the case itself, and therefore the results are transferable to

ther cases with similar components (or similar architecture). We

hen explain in this section what results can be considered more

eneral about our study and what is, instead, more related to this

pecific case. 

• Measurement System to Identify ATD : the MS proposed here was

designed to meet specific goals, G2 and G3, according to the ar-
Fig. 11. General knowledge for the implemen
chitects. It is specific to understand if a functionality is worth

being modularized, so it served the purpose for this specific

ATD kind (which is, however, quite frequent in practice). An-

other relevant factor is the programming language used in this

case, which is C and C ++ . The component that was refactored

was also used by several applications and therefore was ex-

posed for changes performed by around 100 developers. These

factors are critical to reason on the generalizability of this re-

sult: we can consider that the MS would be useful for identify-

ing ATD in another similar organization (large size, C, C ++ pro-

gramming language) in a similar situation (when G2 and G3 are

relevant goals for the business of the organization and when

the component is used by different applications). Consequently,

e.g. a small organization using Java, might not consider these

results useful, unless evaluated in such context with another

case study. The contribution related to this result is however in

line with the goal, related to and engineering discipline such as

Software Engineering, to develop middle-range theories [24] , or

else theories that are not necessarily valid for any possible con-

text (which would be quite unlikely, given the large variability

across software organizations), but they hold for contexts with

specific features (as the ones reported above). 

It should be noted that the design of the MS, with respect

to the ATD, is quite novel and generalizable. However, specific

metrics and weights might change. For example, we have used

two proxies for complexity, McCabe complexity and Halstead

delivered bugs, but other complexity measures might be used

instead (e.g. based on dependencies, such as DSR). The same

kind of reasoning can be made for the estimation of the inter-

est related to the code-changes and how the FOIs are selected.

These were all choices that originated in the specific context.

However, the conceptual MS, outlined in Fig. 11 , can be con-

sidered general and can therefore help other researchers and

practitioners in creating similar MS. 

• Effort Calculation F ormula : the components of the overall for-

mula to calculate the benefits of refactoring are not bound to

the specific context of this case study. The effort is a variable

that is common to all organizations and it would be common to

any situation, where the estimation of the interest needs to be

calculated comparing a refactored and a non-refactored compo-

nent. Maintenance variables and the problem-size scaling vari-

able are also an interesting addition and they are most proba-

bly present in any other case that would need to be assessed.

The usefulness of the formula is related to the business goals

of the organizations (if the costs related to the Technical Debt
tation of similar Measurement Systems. 
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framework are, unlikely, not valuable for the organization, the

formula would not be of use. However, in such case, the whole

purpose of understanding the convenience of refactoring would

not be of interest). What could change in another context, is the

presence of other variables that would need to be considered in

the formula. However, such addition can seamlessly be embed-

ded into the general formula that we report here, according to

the specific context. 

• Semi-Automated Framework to Refactor ATD : the framework is

quite generic, as it takes in input a generic automated MS, as-

sessing properties of the system based on an indicator, and

combines it with the generic estimation formula. Therefore,

from a strategic point of view, the proposed framework pro-

vides a quite generic semi-automated solution that includes a

first automated step, followed by a reduced, manual one. When

analyzing the concrete thresholds chosen for this case, however,

it is important to notice that the generalizability of the frame-

work is restricted to the one of the Measurement System. For

example, if another MS is used with different thresholds, the

refactoring strategy would need to be adjusted to the charac-

teristics of the new MS. 

• Quantitative Benefit of Refactoring : the current results concern-

ing the actual benefits of refactoring are mostly related to the

single case. It might well be that, in another case, even with

some similarities, the variation of one of the several factors

involved in the calculation would change the outcome of the

identification and estimation. For example, if the features devel-

oped on top of the component would not require the develop-

ers to access the component itself, the change rate would mod-

ify the outcome (which is desirable, according to the concep-

tualization of the Technical Debt theory). In such case, the MS

would give a different outcome. Analogously, for the formula,

if other variables need to be taken in consideration (for exam-

ple the re-training of the developers to the new system), the fi-

nal benefits might vary greatly. For these reasons, although the

concrete measures in this paper (interest and calculated ben-

efits) would greatly help demonstrating to the reader the sort

of results obtainable from this framework, they have less value

as evidence to support the general benefits associated to refac-

toring ATD for achieving a better modularization. For such pur-

pose, other kinds of studies need to be performed in order to

answer such question. The application of the MS and the for-

mula reported here can help researchers obtaining such results.

4.4. Other limitations and threats to validity 

We have explained some limitations and how we have miti-

gated them in the methodology section. Some other considerations

should be clear to the reader of this paper, and we report them in

this section. 

The calculated business value of refactoring does not take in

consideration other benefits of reusing the refactoring component

related to the goal G1. The MS and the effort calculation are fo-

cused on the benefits of not paying the interest of ATD in terms

of maintenance extra-effort. However, the benefits of saving time

when developing new application on top of the modularized com-

ponent might involve other benefits that should be also quantified

and factored in for a more holistic decision on the modulariza-

tion. In this study, we have qualitatively estimated this additional

value through interviews with architects, without, though, collect-

ing quantitative data. 

In the Measurement System, the points and the thresholds,

although based on some similar measures present in literature,

needed to be adjusted with the architects. However, the reader

should consider that this specific ATD issue was not tackled from

the same angle before, and therefore there are no existing guide-
ines for the MS points. In fact, these points were discussed with

he practitioners, evaluated with the case study and gave a positive

esult, but in other contexts these might need to be adapted and

e-discussed. 

We need to consider that, in the effort estimation calculation, it

s assumed that all the maintained releases receive an equal share

f the maintenance effort. This means that, if the maintenance sit-

ation of a components is different, when it comes to the distribu-

ion of the effort spent on previous release, the effort estimation

alculation needs to be adjusted to account for these discrepan-

ies. For example, if two release are maintained and the latest of

hem receive 80% of the effort spent on maintenance, the calcula-

ion model needs to be adapted as currently it assumes that both

he releases receive 50% each of the effort spent on maintenance. 

The problem-size scale used to scale up the effort dat a from NC

o NRC might have introduced a bias in the final calculation. On

he other hand, we did not find any other comparative study using

 better kind of normalization method across systems based on the

ifficulty of the problem related to the system, and we thoroughly

iscussed the used measure with the stakeholders. Also, notice

hat the specific measure used here might have introduced bias in

he calculation, but on a method level, we recognize this normal-

zation factor as part of the estimation as an important component

or better results. 

Another limitation is the fact that the case was conducted over

everal months of work. The question is if it is worth the time

pent on estimating the refactoring with respect to the information

btained. However, if we calculate only the time spent to build the

ool and to collect the data relevant for the equation (e.g. not the

esearch time spent in the conceptual development of the solu-

ion), the effort was not substantial. Also, the method can be sup-

orted by a tool: possible future work is related to the develop-

ent of support to input the estimation data to be combined with

he modularity tool in order to make the estimation more cost ef-

cient. 

We also discuss construct, internal, external validity and relia-

ility threats as recommended in [14] . As for the internal validity,

he effort dat a was gathered though interviews and qualitative es-

imations. This means that part of the effort that we have related

o the interest could have been caused by something other than

he ATD. To mitigate this threat, we triangulated the data by inter-

iewing both developer from different teams and three architects

nd by quantitatively analyzing the systems. 

Construct validity threats are related to how we have collected

he measures and the data. As for the definition of the FOI, we

ave implemented an ad-hoc MS developed for the specific case,

hich might differ from other available tools. However, in order to

solate the FOI as described in this paper, we would have had to

ustomize existing tools, which would have resulted in a similar

hreat. Given the rather easy implementation task, we preferred to

uild such tool from scratch. As for the Technical Debt, we never

efer to these terms, but we have rather mentioned concrete mea-

ures and activities already familiar to the informants and clearly

elated to the components of Technical Debt, as extensively ex-

lained above. 

The study is subject to various possible bias injections. The ef-

ort estimation, the modularity evaluation and the scaling factor,

re collected from qualitative sources and contain some threats for

he final estimation. In order to mitigate these problems, we ap-

lied several triangulation methods, such as methodology triangu-

ation (we confirmed the scaling factor in Section 2.3.5.5 both from

he architects and from a quantitative measure extracted from the

ocumentation) and source triangulation (we asked more than one

ole for the same estimation). 
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. Conclusions 

Companies need to develop systems that are sustainable for

ong term. To do so, they need to monitor and timely repay Archi-

ectural Technical Debt, whenever it becomes evident that a sub-

tantial interest needs to be paid on such debt. Refactoring deci-

ions about the modularization of the system are difficult to take,

specially for non-technical stakeholders: refactoring the architec-

ure, to achieve modularity, is an expensive operation, and there-

ore the benefits of such decisions need to be clear and quan-

ified. The current status of the art and practice lacks a holistic

ramework for the identification and estimation of the benefits of

epaying ATD, especially to support the stakeholders in quantify-

ng the business value of modularization. In this paper, we pro-

ide a holistic, semi-automated framework, composed of a Mea-

urement System and an estimation formula, that helps the iden-

ification of ATD, reducing the possible candidates for refactoring,

nd support a cost-effective estimation of the ATD interest. Such

esults were thoroughly evaluated in a particularly convenient set-

ing, where we could conduct a comparative case study, involv-

ng existing refactored and non-refactored systems. We propose a

ovel technique to identify and estimate ATD, and, as such, we

ake a first step toward providing support to quantify the con-

enience of repaying ATD in a systematic way. This study provides

esearchers and practitioners with a reproducible study and prac-

ical knowledge to develop a similar framework for further evalu-

tion and for its adaptation to other industrial contexts. The case

lso provides an initially, quantified evidence (even though related

o the single case analyzed) suggesting that refactoring to achieve

odularity might pay off in terms of development and mainte-

ance effort, even though such return on investment seems to be

chievable in a long-term perspective. 
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